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NOTICE
Tender no 24/neuro/72(1)2015-Rish(ADMN)
The following bidders have qualified the administrative evaluation for the above said tender,
1. Symmetry
2. Rebstock
3. Elkon
4. Geomed
5. AVM
6. Asanus
7. Berger Surgical
8. Medicon germany
9. Aesculap
10. KLS Martin

(M/s Cure Surgicals)
(M/s Maahi enterprises)
(M/s Link medical systems)
(M/s Ahuja Sons Surgicals)
(M/s AVM health care)
(M/s Technomac Biomatics)
(M/s Daksh healthcare)
(M/s Indian surgicals)
(M/s Overseas associates)
(M/s Vishal surgical).

At this point of time only few companies have submitted all documents regarding
compliance to the general technical specifications of hand instruments. So it has been
decided to provisionally allow all of above bidders for demonstration on 23rd of may 2015,
Saturday at AIIMS, Rishikesh.
But they have to submit the following supporting documents latest by 21st may 2015
(through mail) and produce hard copy at time of demonstration.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Certificate regarding DIN standards
TUV certificate of manufacturing
Tungston carbide inlays whether welded or pasted?
Whether the sterilization containers with reusable microbial barriers
manufactured by same company and in appropriate number for each set are
provided or not?
5. Presence of a direct repair facility in india.
6. Country of origin of instruments.
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Tender no
24/neuro/72(2)
2015Rish(ADMN)

1. Gopal surgical,
2. Brain wave,
3. POCT services

Tender no
24/neuro/72(3)
2015Rish(ADMN)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tender no
24/neuro/72(4)
2015Rish(ADMN)
Tender no
24/neuro/72(5)
2015Rish(ADMN)

1. AVM
2. Mahalasa medical technology

Tender no
24/neuro/72(6)
2015Rish(ADMN)

1. Overseas associate (soring),
2. Cure surgical (misonix)

Brain wave,
Vishal surgical,
Gopal surgical,
Meditron

ALL Bidders are required
to bring quoted hand
pieces also for evaluation.

ALL Bidders are required to
bring quoted hand pieces
also for evaluation.

1. Med solutions (DORO )
2. Rohanika electronics & medical
systems
( Integra Mayfield)

Do bring various hand
pieces for demonstration.
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Tender no
24/neuro/72(7)
2015Rish(ADMN)
Leyla retractor
set

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rebstock, (M/s Maahi enterprises)
AVM, (M/s AVM health care)
Symmetry, (M/s Cure Surgicals)
Martin,
Medicon. (M/s Indian Surgical)

Tender no
24/neuro/72(7)
2015Rish(ADMN)
Trans oral set
Tender no
24/neuro/72(7)
2015Rish(ADMN)
Instrument
cleaner

1. AVM,
2. Symmetry (Cure surgical)

1.

AVM

Single bidder

1. The above evaluation has been made based on the documents submitted by bidders,
appearing for demo does not mean qualification for next step of tender process.
Demo is a part of technical evaluation. The institute queries to a particular bidder, if
present are being sent by e-mail to the concerned bidder.
2. Institute reserves the right to have a live demonstration of any or all of equipments/
instruments.
3. Timings- the tentative time schedule for demonstration will be on 23 may 2015
Saturday.


Hand instruments, leyla retyractor, trans oral- 10am -12pm



Drillselectric and pneumatic- 12pm-1.30pm



Cusa- 2.30-3.30pm



3 pin frame- 3.30-4.00pm



4 pin frame- 4.00-4.30pm

